1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

The dynamics of human populations over tens of thousands of years is substantially simpler to analyse than that of languages. Indeed, in the former case, we often have archaeological data that make it possible to trace population changes in time and space. In contrast, we lack any data about the languages spoken so long ago. For this reason, whereas radiocarbon dating has made it possible to conclude that human populations originated in Africa, a much more difficult and controversial topic is the possibility of tracing the ultimate spatio-temporal origin(s) of present human languages. Some recent approaches to this problem have been based on the differences among languages in phonemic diversity (i.e. in their number of phonemes).

Trudgill \[[@RSIF20160185C1]\] noted that during the Austronesian Neolithic range expansion across the Pacific, the languages that evolved had fewer phonemes the further they were form the centre of dispersal. Later, Hay & Bauer \[[@RSIF20160185C2]\] discovered an unexpected worldwide relationship, according to which languages with more speakers tend to have more phonemes. Although there are of course many exceptions to this relationship, Hay & Bauer \[[@RSIF20160185C2]\] tested it statistically, and stressed that they had no explanation for it. In fact, Trudgill \[[@RSIF20160185C1]\] suggested that if a language has more neighbouring languages, then its phoneme inventory size might perhaps increase by borrowing phonemes from its neighbours. However, according to a very recent statistical analysis by Creanza *et al.* \[[@RSIF20160185C3]\], inventory size does not increase with the number of neighbouring languages. Thus, languages with more speakers tend to have more phonemes, but the mechanism behind this relationship remains unclear.

Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] have proposed the possibility that some phonemic inventories may increase over time. They considered the coastal region spanning from southern India to the Malay Peninsula and denoted the population that arrived to this region (during the out-of-Africa dispersal of modern humans from Africa) as population A. This population then dispersed across Mainland Southeast Asia (population B) and also (in the opposite direction) into the Andaman Islands (population C), a landscape of small islands located in the Indian Ocean (for a map, see their [figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"}). Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] noted that, although both regions (B and C) were colonized at similar times and from the same place (region A), the languages presently spoken in region B have an average of *P*~B~ = 41.2 phonemes, which is substantially larger than the corresponding value in region C (*P*~C~ = 24). On the other hand, a maximum population of only about 5000 people for region C (the Andaman Islands) has been estimated before contact with Europeans. In contrast, the population size of region B (Mainland Southeast Asia) became much larger as the wave of advance of modern humans spread across this huge region. Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] argued that the fact that languages with more speakers tend to have more phonemes \[[@RSIF20160185C2]\] suggests that new phonemes are more likely to appear in large populations and, for this reason, they assumed that for the very large population in region B, some mechanism of phoneme accumulation might have gradually increased the phonemic inventories of the new languages arising from diversification. In contrast, for the very small population in the Andaman Islands (region C), Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] assumed that the phonemic inventory size remained approximately constant. Owing to the latter assumption, the present value of *P*~C~ can be used as an estimation of the phonemic diversity (*P*~0~) of languages spoken in region A by the first humans that colonized regions B and C. Thus, Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] estimated a linear phonemic accumulation rate as (*P*~B~ − *P*~0~)/(*t* − *t*~0~), with (*P*~B~ − *P*~0~) ≈ (*P*~B~ − *P*~C~), the values of *P*~B~ and *P*~C~ given above, and a time interval (*t* − *t*~0~) between 45 and 65 kyr (the time elapsed since the time *t*~0~ when region B was colonized until the present time *t*). This yields a rate between 0.26 and 0.38 phonemes kyr^−1^. As admitted by Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\], the above-mentioned assumptions have not been validated. On the other hand, even if phonemic diversity increased in region B and remained constant in region C, then this might result from the difference in their population sizes \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] or, alternatively, in other parameters, that might be important in principle (e.g. the mean number of speakers per language, the population density, the social network structure (which is possibly related to geography), etc.). Nevertheless, the idea \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] that some populations gain or accumulate phonemes over time is undoubtedly a novel approach that deserves further investigation. In this paper, we will analyse the possibility to connect it to the serial founder effect (as proposed by Atkinson \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\], see below).

Present African languages have some of the largest phonemic inventories in the world. In contrast, as noted by Atkinson, languages with the smallest inventories are spoken in South America and Oceania \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\]. The latter were the last regions to be occupied by modern humans after the out-of-Africa range expansion \[[@RSIF20160185C6]\]. Atkinson \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\] hypothesized that during the out-of-Africa human dispersal about 70 kyr ago \[[@RSIF20160185C7]\], phoneme inventory size could have decreased owing to a serial founder effect. A founder or drift effect is the decrease in diversity owing to the random sampling of a subset of variants in a population. Clearly, such an effect is more important for small populations (namely, the pioneering ones during the out-of-Africa expansion). The word 'serial' refers to the repetition of such an effect during the out-of-Africa expansion. A serial founder effect had been previously proposed to explain the observed decrease in *genetic* diversity with distance from Africa \[[@RSIF20160185C8],[@RSIF20160185C9]\]. Thus, although the correlation of *phonemic* diversity on distance from Africa is not as strong as that of *genetic* diversity on distance from Africa, both clines might in principle be owing to the same process, namely the out-of-Africa expansion \[[@RSIF20160185C10]\]. Atkinson also proposed that the spatial origin of human language could be located at the place yielding the best fit between phonemic diversity and distance, and he assumed a linear relationship between both variables. In this way, he located the origin of human language in Africa.

A major motivation of this paper is that previous work on this problem has been based on analysing observed data, but no numerical simulations exist for a *phonemic* serial founder effect model (in contrast to simulations of a *genetic* serial founder effect model \[[@RSIF20160185C8],[@RSIF20160185C9]\]). However, similar to genetic simulations, linguistic simulations could also be helpful in order to conclude whether a phonemic serial founder effect might have generated the observed spatial trends or not. We report such simulations in this paper, with the hope that they can be useful as a starting point to refuse or accept the viability of a linguistic serial founder effect explanation of the observed non-uniform distribution of phonemic diversity. Numerical simulations can help to establish the conditions under which a serial founder effect might lead to the observed cline (indeed, we shall show that three strong assumptions seem to be necessary). We shall also see that genetic simulations are very different from phonemic ones, so they may lead to different results.

Finally, it is worth noting that Atkinson \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\] noted that some theoretical models on linguistic transmission predict that small populations should carry fewer phonemes, either owing to copying errors \[[@RSIF20160185C11]\], Darwinian competition \[[@RSIF20160185C12]\] or reduced contrastive possibilities \[[@RSIF20160185C13]\]. In the following, we show that a global cline of phonemic diversity can arise without the need for any such models. Thus, in our opinion, this paper can be useful also because it exemplifies how numerical simulations can help to distinguish the likely importance of different possible mechanisms at work.

In this paper, we simulate the human dispersal out of Africa about 70 kyr ago \[[@RSIF20160185C7]\]. Our idea is very simple. If the hypothesis of a serial founder effect were valid, using reasonable assumptions, anthropologically realistic parameter values for growth and dispersal, an archaeologically and genetically realistic value for the time spent from the onset of the out-of-Africa range expansion, and an empirical value for the phonemic accumulation rate (see the parameter values below), we should be able to obtain a worldwide distribution of phonemic diversity similar to the observed one. On the contrary, if such an approach leads to a distribution different from the observed one, then we will conclude that a simple serial founder model cannot explain the observed pattern.

We shall find that a simple model generates a phonemic cline. Intuitively, our model works as follows. First, we follow other authors in assuming that the number of phonemes increases in time. However, we also assume that this does not happen for all languages, but only for those in regions where the population density is high enough (several previous empirical and theoretical results support this second assumption). In contrast, in regions where some populations have arrived, but the population density is still low, phonemes are not accumulated. In other words, languages on the population front tend to accumulate few phonemes, and populations speaking these low-diversity languages diffuse and propagate the front further away. This is in sharp contrast to regions near the origin of the out-of-Africa expansion (populations there lie behind the front, and are therefore less affected by this process). In this way, we shall see that a rather simple model (explained below in detail) generates a cline of a decreasing number of phonemes per language with increasing distance from the origin of the dispersal of modern humans, and that this cline is consistent with the observed one. Besides discussing *qualitative* features of this and other models (which can be understood intuitively), we shall also perform simulations, so that we can make *quantitative* comparisons (between the cline resulting from each model and the observed one). If a model yields a cline similar to the observed one, such quantitative comparisons yield a precise assessment of its validity.

2.. Methods {#s2}
===========

2.1.. The observed phonemic cline {#s2a}
---------------------------------

The analysis owing to Atkinson \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\] relies on data drawn from the WALS database \[[@RSIF20160185C14]\]. However, WALS data do not provide a detailed description of the number of phonemes of each language. For example, for vowels, it only reports if each language has low, average or large vowel diversity. In contrast, the UPSID \[[@RSIF20160185C15]\] provides an estimation of the number of phonemes (segments) for each language. We identified 366 languages from the original 504 languages provided by Atkinson \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\], whose number of segments were also recorded in the UPSID (we include the database as electronic supplementary material, S1). First, we checked that the feature that we want to model (i.e. the presence of a global cline in phonemic diversity) was still present in the reduced dataset. In [figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}, the number of phonemes of each language is plotted as a function of its average distance from the putative African origin proposed by Atkinson \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\]. Those distances are not all measured along great circles, but some of them pass through five waypoints, in order to take into account the role of oceans on plausible migration routes \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\]. The negative correlation between the number of phonemes and distance is statistically significant (*r* = −0.313, *p* \< 0.001), albeit somehow weaker than using full dataset and the WALS diversity measure \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\]. The linear fit (straight line) has slope = −(3.4--6.5) × 10^−4^ phonemes km^−1^, intercept = 35.4--39.9 phonemes (95% confidence-level intervals). Other databases yield similar linear fits to that in [figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"} (see electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2). Figure 1.Plot of the number of phonemes of 366 present languages versus their distances from the most likely origin of the out-of-Africa dispersal. Phonemic data have been obtained from the UPSID. The linear fit (straight line) has slope = −(3.4--6.5)×10^−4^ phonemes per km, intercept = 35.4--39.9 phonemes (95% confidence-level intervals), *r* = −0.313, *n* = 366. The slope is very highly significantly different from zero (*p* \< 0.001). The database is available as electronic supplementary material, table S1. Other databases yield similar results (electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2).

2.2.. The simulated phonemic cline {#s2b}
----------------------------------

In order to simulate a serial founder effect, we first estimate the necessary parameter values. The timing of the modern human dispersal out of Africa has long been disputed among scholars, with competing theories about how and when it occurred \[[@RSIF20160185C16]\]. We assume that the last out-of-Africa dispersal started about 70 kyr ago \[[@RSIF20160185C7]\]. This date is debated \[[@RSIF20160185C17]\], but our conclusions do not change assuming other realistic dates (electronic supplementary material, §S3c).

As explained in Introduction, Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] reached quantitative estimates for the rate of accumulation of phonemes. We use the upper (0.38 phonemes per kyr) and lower (0.26 phonemes per kyr) bounds estimated from their linear model \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]. A linear accumulation model means that the process of increase of phonemes is not accelerated in time. In the absence of detailed time trajectories of phonemic inventories, it seems reasonable to begin with this simple model in order to explore the consequences of a serial founder effect on the space--time dynamics of linguistic diversity.

Because we want to focus on the effect of a serial founder effect, for simplicity, we do not include oceans, mountains, nor any other geographical features in the simulations. This was also done in genetic serial founder effect simulations \[[@RSIF20160185C8],[@RSIF20160185C9]\], which were performed in one-dimensional space. Here, we use two dimensions instead. We have represented the surface of the Earth by a square grid of 1000 × 1000 nodes. The distance between any two first neighbours corresponds to *d* *=* 50 km, because this is the characteristic dispersal distance per generation for pre-industrial populations \[[@RSIF20160185C18]\]. Initially, there is population only at the central node. Thus, at the end of the range expansion, the maximum distance reached by the population from the origin along the horizontal (or vertical) direction is 500·50 = 25 000 km (it is of course longer along the diagonal direction, but we shall need only the results along the horizontal direction to compare the model with the observations). This distance of 25 000 km is similar to the maximum distances from Africa in the dataset used (electronic supplementary material, S1).

Hassan \[[@RSIF20160185C19]\] collected observations on population densities of hunter--gatherers. They vary widely, so we use an intermediate value of 0.8 people km^−2^ (this is representative of values reported for populations in various continents, such as the Ituri pygmies in Africa, some islanders in Asia, and Californian hunter--gatherers). Because the squared cell centred at each node of our grid has 50·50 = 2500 km^2^, this population density leads to about 2000 people per node. A tribe is usually defined as a reproductive (i.e. highly endogamous) group with a common language, possibly spoken also by other tribes \[[@RSIF20160185C20]\]. If each tribe has about 400 people \[[@RSIF20160185C21]\], then this implies that each node can have up to *n* = 5 tribes. Each person speaks only one language. All people of each tribe speak the same language. Some tribes may speak the same language, in agreement with ethnographic observations \[[@RSIF20160185C20]\]. In the electronic supplementary material (§S3b), we repeat the simulations for a larger value of *n* (namely *n* = 10 tribes per cell 50 × 50 km) and find similar results to those reported below (such a larger value of *n* corresponds to other ethnographically realistic values for the population density and number of individuals per tribe, see electronic supplementary material, §S3*b*). The language of each tribe is represented by a binary string of 60 digits equal to '0' (absence of a particular phoneme) or '1' (presence of that phoneme).

In our simulations, each time step *T* corresponds to one generation, defined as the *mean* age difference between a parent and her/his children, i.e. *T* = 32 year for pre-industrial populations \[[@RSIF20160185C22]\]. It has been previously shown that when modelling the spread of population waves of advance, the mean parent--children age difference should be used (rather than the difference for the eldest child) \[[@RSIF20160185C22]\]. For each time step and at each occupied node, the following computations are performed, similarly to previous simulations of space--time cultural diversity \[[@RSIF20160185C23]\].

### 2.2.1.. Dispersal {#s2b1}

For practical reasons (simplicity and computing time), isotropic single-distance dispersal was applied, as follows \[[@RSIF20160185C18],[@RSIF20160185C23]\]. A randomly selected number of tribes, equal to the nearest integer to the product of the initial number times (1 − *p~e~*)/4, disperses into each of the four neighbouring nodes. The rest of the population stays at the original node. We used the mean value *p~e~* = 0.38 for the persistence (fraction of the population that does not move), as measured for pre-industrial populations \[[@RSIF20160185C18]\]. We use tribes (i.e. groups of people speaking the same language) as the unit that disperses also for practical reasons: if different individuals of a tribe dispersed into different cells, then we would have many more languages per cell, and the necessary memory space would exceed the capacity of our computers (moreover, each simulation run would take much longer than 24 h, which is the average duration of a simulation run with our model).

### 2.2.2.. Reproduction {#s2b2}

We use a net reproductive rate (births minus deaths) *a* = 1% per year = 0.01 year^−1^, which has been estimated from archaeological data \[[@RSIF20160185C24]\] (in electronic supplementary material, §S3e, we apply another reasonable value \[[@RSIF20160185C25]\] for *a*, and find that the conclusions do not change). Because low population densities *p*(*x, y, t*) increase exponentially, *p*(*x*, *y*, *t* + *T*) = *e^aT^p*(*x*, *y*, *t*) with *e^aT^* ≈ 1.4 from the values of *a* and *T* above. We implement net reproduction simply by generating new additional tribes such that the final number of tribes at the node considered is the nearest integer to 1.4 times the initial number (thus, using the notation in the ecological literature and our previous work \[[@RSIF20160185C18]\], *R*~0~ = 1.4). If this yields a result above the carrying capacity (five tribes per node, see above), then the final number is set equal to the carrying capacity.

### 2.2.3.. Vertical transmission {#s2b3}

The string of values '0' or '1' (indicating the absence or presence of a phoneme) from a randomly selected old tribe are all passed to a randomly selected new tribe in the same node. Thus, each new population (tribe) is a clone of its parent population, as in previous non-linguistic simulations \[[@RSIF20160185C23],[@RSIF20160185C24]\]. Note that this step (vertical transmission) corresponds to the transmission of a given language, not to the formation of a new one.

As explained in more detail at the end of this section, new languages are formed by the phonemic accumulation process, by changing a value '0' (absence of a phoneme) into '1' (presence of that phoneme). Two subsequent accumulation steps are separated by a longer time interval (e.g. every 82 generations, see below) than the steps in §§2.2.1 to 2.2.3 above, which take place once per generation.

Note that in our simple model, speaker community size is fixed for each tribe (400 people), but several tribes may speak the same language (and tribes speaking the same language may be located either at the same spatial cell or at different ones).

This sequence of three processes (dispersal, reproduction and vertical transmission) is repeated, e.g. 2280 times, corresponding to 2280 generations × 32 year generation^−1^ = 72 960 year or about 70 kyr, in agreement with some archaeological estimates of the time elapsed since the onset of the out-of-Africa dispersal until today \[[@RSIF20160185C7]\] (other reasonable values yield similar results, see electronic supplementary material, §S3c). When the population reaches a node located at the edge of the grid, the simulation continues simply taking into account that this node cannot exchange individuals with four neighbours but only with three of them (or two of them, in the case of the four nodes located at the corners of the grid).

Languages in the island of Timor (north of Australia) have distances (from Atkinson\'s best-fit origin) about 15 000 km (electronic supplementary material, S1). Using the values of *d, T, p~e~* and *R*~0~ above, it takes the wave of advance of modern humans (arising from our numerical simulations) about 28 kyr to reach this distance, i.e. it arrives there 42 kyr ago, which is consistent with the dates of archaeological sites in Timor (42--44 kyr BP) \[[@RSIF20160185C26]\].

In the electronic supplementary material (§S3), we perform a sensitivity analysis by repeating the simulations for other empirical values of the parameters: besides the population density and tribe population size (which determine the maximum number of tribes per node), we also vary the time elapsed since the out-of-Africa dispersal, the generation time, the initial growth rate, the mobility behaviour, etc. Our main conclusions do not change.

Obviously, it is impossible to perform numerical simulations without setting some languages at the start of the simulation (i.e. at the onset of the out-of-Africa dispersal). They are unfortunately unknown, but in the work by Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] languages with many phonemes are seen as the result of an evolutionary process of phoneme accumulation. Thus, in this framework, it is reasonable to assume that the original language(s) spoken by the modern humans who started the out-of-Africa dispersal had few phonemes. In the absence of any prehistoric linguistic data, we therefore assume that the number of phonemes of those original languages where similar to those of the present languages with the smallest phoneme inventories (as already assumed by Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]). Today, Piraha is the language that has the smallest number of phonemes (11 phonemes) and it could be an archaic example of an early stage in human language evolution \[[@RSIF20160185C27]\]. Therefore, 11 phonemes is a reasonable minimum for the phonemic inventory size \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]. As mentioned earlier, at the onset of the simulations, all nodes but the central one were empty of people. The central node was initially populated with five tribes, with 11, 11, 13, 13 and 14 phonemes, respectively, which are the observed numbers of phonemes for the five present languages with the lowest number of phonemes \[[@RSIF20160185C15]\] (electronic supplementary material, table S1). In electronic supplementary material, §S3a we repeat the simulations assuming that all initial tribes spoke the lowest-diversity language (11 phonemes) and find similar results.

We constructed four increasingly complex models, so that the effects owing to different causes can be analysed separately. Only model 3 in the following has been used to obtain the main results (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Simulated number of phonemes at present (*t* = 2280 generations ≈ 70 kyr) versus distance from the most likely origin of the out-of-Africa dispersal, for the observed lower bound of the rate of phonemic accumulation (0.26 phonemes per kyr, i.e. one phoneme added each 120 generations). The linear fit (straight line) has slope = −(1.4--1.7) × 10^−4^ phonemes per km, intercept = 31.2--31.6 phonemes (95% confidence-level intervals), *r* = −0.671, *n* = 501, *p* \< 0.001. Figure 3.Simulated number of phonemes at present (*t* = 2280 generations ≈ 70 kyr) versus distance from the most likely origin of the out-of-Africa dispersal, for the observed upper bound of the rate of phonemic accumulation (0.38 phonemes per kyr, i.e. one phoneme added each 82 generations). The linear fit (straight line) has slope = −(5.1--5.5) × 10^−4^ phonemes km^−1^, intercept = 39.5--40.1 phonemes (95% confidence-level intervals), *r* = −0.929, *n* = 501, *p* \< 0.001.

As mentioned in Introduction, Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] used linguistic and archaeological data from real populations to estimate a rate of increase (i.e. an accumulation rate) for the number of phonemes. Our simplest model (model 1, see electronic supplementary material, §S2a for details) ignores this possibility, i.e. it has a vanishing phonemic accumulation rate. As expected, no cline was generated. However, a long time before the population reached the end of the grid, only a single language was present at sufficiently large distances from the origin of the dispersal along each direction. This spatial drift effect is due to the fact that not all languages from a cell disperse to *all* four nearest neighbouring cells. For example, for the parameter values given above, if a cell has five languages, one language will disperse to each of the four nearest cells (i.e. along the four vertical/horizontal directions), and the fifth one will remain at the original cell. Therefore, as the population wave of advance spreads from the centre to the edges of the grid, this selection (drift) effect takes place many times. We are thus dealing with a repeated bottleneck effect, which explains that a single language is selected at large distance from the origin of the dispersal (this is seen graphically in a series of snapshots displaying the number of phonemes of languages versus distance at several times in electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

In another simple model (model 2, electronic supplementary material, §S2b), all languages accumulated phonemes and did so at the same rate. Again as expected, no cline was generated but a gradual increase in the number of phonemes is obtained (for some snapshots with the number of phonemes versus distance at several times, see electronic supplementary material, figure S4). Let us stress that in our models with phonemic accumulation, we do not attempt to model the particular mechanisms by which languages increase or decrease their number of phonemes, but we do include the net effect of these mechanisms on the phonemic diversity with a single averaged rate of accumulation of phonemes (following Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]).

In our model 3 (electronic supplementary material, §S2c), which has been used to obtain the results reported below, we assumed that only languages with high speaker *densities* increase their number of phonemes. From the beginning of the simulation, the process of accumulation of phonemes takes place in all cells where the population density has already reached carrying capacity, by randomly adding one extra phoneme to each language (i.e. a digit '0' is turned into '1') at the prescribed rate of one phoneme added each 82 generations (higher bound) or 120 generations (lower bound). These bounds correspond, respectively, to the upper (0.38 phonemes per kyr) and lower (0.26 phonemes per kyr) bounds estimated by Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]. The model that generates a global phonemic cline (model 3) is described in more detail in electronic supplementary material, §S2*c* (for some snapshots with the number of phonemes versus distance at several times, see electronic supplementary material, figure S5; for a graphical explanation of the origin of the cline, see electronic supplementary material, figure S6). In electronic supplementary material, §S2c, it is also shown that it is equivalent to consider high population densities or high speaker densities (because we assume that each tribe occupies its own area, without sharing it with any other tribe, so that languages do not overlap geographically).

The results reported here (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}) have been obtained assuming that phonemic accumulation takes place only at cells at saturation density. However, similar results are obtained if we assume a lower accumulation threshold, i.e. a lower value for the speaker density above which languages accumulate phonemes (electronic supplementary material, §S3*g*).

Finally, in our model 4, only languages with large *numbe*rs of speakers (instead of high speaker *densities*) accumulate phonemes. This model did not generate a cline consistent with the observed one, because the number of phonemes increases with distance from the origin of the out-of-Africa expansion (see electronic supplementary material, §S2*d*, especially figure S7), whereas the observed cline has the opposite trend, i.e. the number of phonemes decreases with increasing distance ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}). This result of model 4 can be understood as follows. As explained above, spatial drift causes the selection of a single language at large distances (in models 2--4, this happens from the addition of a phoneme until that of the next one, 82 or 120 generations later). Hence, cells *at large distances* will all have the same language. If such a cell has a sufficient number of tribes, then a new phoneme will be added to their language (in model 4). In contrast, in the cells close to the origin of the dispersal (*low distances*), there are several languages, so each of those languages has less speakers. None of those will add a new phoneme, because in each cell, languages spoken by few tribes do not add a phoneme (in model 4). Thus, in model 4, tribes at *low distances* remain with few phonemes, whereas tribes at *large distances* accumulate phonemes. This explains why model 4 generates a cline of increasing phonemic diversity (electronic supplementary material, figure S7), contrary to the observations ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}). We stress that we have not used model 4 to obtain the main results (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, model 4 is useful because it allows us to conclude that a cline consistent with the observed one is obtained only if languages with high speaker *densities* (not with large *numbe*rs of speakers) accumulate phonemes.

Admittedly, we have no proof of the validity of our assumption that the process of phonemic accumulation requires high population densities. However, an increase of cultural diversity with population density has been repeatedly invoked to explain many other observations in world prehistory and history, such as the spatial distribution of mode 1 and mode 2 assemblages during the Lower Pleistocene \[[@RSIF20160185C28]\], the appearance of modern human behaviour \[[@RSIF20160185C29]\], the appearance of social stratification and regional institutions \[[@RSIF20160185C30]\], etc. It has been also proposed, on the basis of empirical data, that there is a threshold in the population density of hunter--gatherers above which cultural evolution processes switch on \[[@RSIF20160185C31]\]. Cultural transmission models also predict that cultural accumulation increases with population density \[[@RSIF20160185C32]\]. Concerning linguistic studies, it has been argued that empirical data show that a higher degree of linguistic contact leads to a higher phonemic diversity, and this has been used to suggest that Atkinson\'s cline may not be the result of languages gradually losing their phonemes, but rather of languages staying behind the waves of migration gradually gaining phonemes with the increase in population density \[[@RSIF20160185C33]\]. Thus, our assumption that phonemic accumulation grows with population density, as well as the possibility that this may explain the global phonemic cline, have been already proposed previously by linguists \[[@RSIF20160185C33]\]. This is essentially the idea that our model formalizes quantitatively (for some snapshots of the simulated phonemic cline at different times, where the gradual increase of phonemes can be appreciated, see the electronic supplementary material, figure S5). In any case, we think that our work is only a first step showing the usefulness of simulation approaches to analyse quantitatively the proposal of a serial founder effect of language expansion from Africa \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\], in the sense of showing if is possible to generate a cline from clear assumptions, as well as to compare it to the observed cline. To the best of our knowledge, none of both quantitative analyses has been performed previously.

3.. Results and discussion {#s3}
==========================

Figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"} show the results of the simulations, i.e. the number of phonemes of each language as a function of its distance from the origin after 70 kyr \[[@RSIF20160185C7]\] of the onset of the out-of-Africa dispersal. For the sake of clarity, we plot only one language per node along the horizontal direction (i.e. a total of 501 simulated languages). [Figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} has been obtained by setting the rate of accumulation of phonemes to the lower observed bound (0.26 phonemes per kyr, i.e. one phoneme is added each 120 generations). Similarly, [figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"} has been obtained for the upper bound of the phoneme accumulation rate (0.38 phonemes per kyr, i.e. one phoneme is added each 82 generations). Note that all five initial languages (with 11, 11, 13, 13 and 14 phonemes) are eventually lost, because all of the final languages have more than 20 phonemes (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). This is due to the process of phonemic accumulation.

The plot obtained from the languages spoken today worldwide ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}) and the two plots obtained from our simulations (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}) all display a cline of decreasing phonemic diversity with increasing distance from the presumed origin of the out-of-Africa expansion. The slopes of all three clines are very highly significantly different from zero (*p* \< 0.001).

The intercept of the linear fit in [figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} is lower than in [figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}, as expected, because fewer phonemes are added per unit time in [figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} than in [figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}. The intercept according to the observed data (caption to [figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}) indicates that, on average, present African languages have about 35.4--39.9 phonemes (95% confidence-level interval). This range is consistent with the 39.5--40.1 phonemes predicted by the intercept of the linear fit to the cline simulated using the upper bound of the observed accumulation rate ([figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). We note, however, that the lower bound of the observed accumulation rate ([figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"}) yields an intercept (31.2--31.6 phonemes) that is too small to be consistent with the observations (35.4--39.9 phonemes, from [figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}).

We can understand intuitively the values of the intercepts in figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"} as follows. The initial languages used in our simulations have 11, 11, 13, 13 and 14 phonemes (§2). [Figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} has been obtained by adding 0.26 phonemes kyr^−1^, which implies about 18 phonemes after 70 kyr. If we add up this number to the average initial inventories (11--14 phonemes), then we obtain 29--32 phonemes, which is consistent with the intercept from the simulations, i.e. 31.2--31.6 phonemes ([figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, [figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"} has been obtained by adding 0.38 phonemes kyr^−1^, which implies about 27 phonemes after 70 kyr. Adding up the average initial inventories (11--14 phonemes), we obtain 38--41 phonemes, which is consistent with the intercept from the simulations, i.e. 39.5--40.1 phonemes (caption to [figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, phonemic accumulation explains the intercept of the cline, whereas drift (the serial founder effect) has an influence on its slope (as estimated in the next paragraph). The agreement, for an accumulation rate within the observed range (but sufficiently close to its upper bound), of the intercept from the simulations ([figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}) and from the data ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}) seems noteworthy, given the fact that the phonemic accumulation rates used in the simulations (0.26--0.38 phonemes kyr^−1^) were not originally estimated \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] by computing the difference between the average number of phonemes of highest-diversity and lowest-diversity languages (and dividing by 70 kyr) but, instead, by comparing the average phonemic inventories in mainland Southeast Asia and the Andaman Islands (and dividing by the time elapsed since their separation, estimated as 45--65 ky) \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\], as explained in our Introduction.

The slope of the linear fit to the simulations is −(1.4--1.7) × 10^−4^ phonemes km^−1^ if the simulations are performed using the lower bound of the observed rate of phonemic accumulation ([figure 2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"}), and −(5.1--5.5) × 10^−4^ phonemes km^−1^ if using the upper one ([figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}; 95% confidence-level intervals). Again, only the result for the upper (or fastest) bound to the observed accumulation rate is consistent with the slope of the observed global phonemic pattern, namely −(3.4--6.5) × 10^−4^ phonemes km^−1^ ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}). We have not used any free or adjustable parameters. Instead, all parameter values in the simulations have been estimated from independent observations (§2). From this perspective, the agreement between the slopes of the simulated cline (for a sufficiently fast accumulation rate, [figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}) and the observed one ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}) is encouraging.

Finally, we note that the correlation coefficients are higher for the simulation results (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}) than for the observed data ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}), because the observed languages lie, on average, further away from the regression line ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}) than the simulated ones (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). This is not surprising, because the simulations have been performed on a regular grid, thus oceans and seas are not taken into account in the simulations (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the simulations assume isotropic and homogeneous dispersal (so barriers such as mountains and deserts are not included). Similarly, the possibility of fastest migration routes along coasts and rivers \[[@RSIF20160185C34]--[@RSIF20160185C36]\] is not taken into account in the simulations. Also, for simplicity, in this paper, we have assumed that all populations that migrate move the same distance, so the effect of more detailed dispersal distributions \[[@RSIF20160185C37]\] is not included in the simulation results. All such factors, as well as possibly non-homogeneous and non-steady rates of phonemic change, the demographic transition into agriculture, linguistic range expansions and other prehistoric and historic processes, could have affected the observed pattern ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, it is not surprising that the simulations (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}) have higher correlations than the data ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}). In spite of its limitations, our simple model is able to predict a phonemic diversity cline similar to the observed one ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}), but only for a sufficiently fast accumulation rate ([figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}).

These results clarify two objections that have been raised against Atkinson\'s proposal of a phonemic serial founder effect \[[@RSIF20160185C5]\]. First, as noted by Pericliev \[[@RSIF20160185C38]\], 'one wonders why the number of phonemes must diminish in a founder population (...) A group of people will quite probably carry the WHOLE phonemic inventory to the new place of residence, and not only part of this inventory' (see also pp. 150--151 in the criticism by Bybee \[[@RSIF20160185C39]\]). This crucial point is very reasonable and is not a problem in our simulations, where migrating people do indeed carry the whole phonemic inventory to the new place of residence.

Our simulations also clarify a related point. In order to justify the phonemic serial effect, it was originally proposed that phonemes are most likely to be lost in small founder populations \[[@RSIF20160185C5],[@RSIF20160185C40]\]. However, this is not necessary because it is not assumed in our simulations (see also §4).

A second criticism \[[@RSIF20160185C39]\] to the possibility of a serial founder effect in phonemics (in contrast to genetics) is that the same language is shared by all individuals of a population, whereas genes are not (i.e. each individual has his/her own genes, but all individuals have the same language). This difference is taken into account in our simulations because we deal with tribes, and all individuals in a tribe speak the same language. Thus, the criticism based on this difference between phonemes and genes \[[@RSIF20160185C39]\] is also reasonable and may apply to some models, but not to the simulations reported here.

Let us stress that, in order to estimate a range for the accumulation rate of phonemes, Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\] had to assume that the process of phonemic accumulation did not take place in the Andaman Islands. As explained in Introduction, this could have happened owing to one or several factors that made language evolution in the Andaman Islands different from Mainland Southeast Asia, e.g. the population size \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\], the mean number of speakers per language, the population density, the social network structure (which is possibly related to geography), etc. Of course, if we suppressed the process of phonemic accumulation in some regions of our lattice (without need to assume any specific reason), the simulations would yield less phonemes today in those regions, when compared with others at similar distances from Africa. Similarly, if our simulations were performed in a real geography (instead of a square lattice of cells) and we assumed that phonemic accumulation did not take place in the Andaman Islands (without need to assume any specific reason), then we would obtain substantially less phonemes in the Andaman Islands when compared with Mainland Southeast Asia (in agreement with the data observed by Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]). It is true that, alternatively, we could assume that the population density in the Andaman Islands remained below saturation for most of the 45--65 kyr since the arrival of modern humans. In this case, our model would explain why the Andaman Islands have lower phonemic diversity today than Mainland Southeast Asia. However, we have no data on the population density in the Andaman Islands during the 45--65 kyr since the arrival of modern humans. Therefore, we do not claim that the population density was low in the Andaman Islands and that this suppressed phonemic accumulation. We prefer to admit that there are other possible causes. Our results are only a first step showing only that phonemic accumulation may be linked to the serial founder effect (and that this may lead to the observed global phonemic cline), but we do not attempt to explain the current phonemic diversity in specific regions (e.g. the Andaman Islands) on which we lack sufficiently detailed information.

4.. Conclusion {#s4}
==============

The simulations reported in this paper are, to the best of our knowledge, the first ones of a *phonemic* serial founder effect model out of Africa. They show that such an effect could, in principle, have generated the observed phonemic diversity cline. However, we must caution that this result has been found under three strong assumptions: (i) a phonemic accumulation rate close to the upper bound estimated by Perreault and Mathew from phonemic and archaeological data \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]; (ii) that languages at the onset of the out-of-Africa dispersal had low phonemic diversities (as also assumed by Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]) and (iii) that the phonemic accumulation rate is faster for languages with high numbers of speakers per unit area (as suggested by Coupé *et al.* \[[@RSIF20160185C33]\]). These three assumptions are possible, in principle, but not well established. Thus, obviously, we cannot claim that a phonemic serial founder effect out of Africa generated the observed cline. Our work should be regarded as only a starting point, with the hope that alternative models (with or without a serial founder effect) will be analysed in the future via numerical simulations. This should clarify whether only the above-mentioned three assumptions can reproduce the observed cline, or otherwise which alternative models can explain it (and, if so, under which assumptions).

We have not assumed any of the existing theoretical linguistic transmission models in which small populations lose more phonemes, e.g. owing to copying errors \[[@RSIF20160185C11]\], Darwinian competition \[[@RSIF20160185C12]\] or reduced contrastive possibilities \[[@RSIF20160185C13]\]. We would like to stress, however, that numerical simulations should be performed in order to see if any of those models could yield a cline similar to the observed one or not, and under which assumptions. Clearly, many additional simulations will be necessary to compare different models and assumptions. A crucial difference to the present paper is that, in those alternative models \[[@RSIF20160185C11]--[@RSIF20160185C13]\], phonemes are lost by languages (specially those with small populations of speakers). In contrast, in our simulations, we do not assume that languages lose any phonemes (neither that phonemes are lost if a small subset of a population separates from the rest). In our simulations, languages have less phonemes at further distances (from the origin of the population dispersal), simply because languages propagating on the front (i.e. languages of pioneering, low population--density populations) accumulate less phonemes that languages behind the front (i.e. languages in regions with population density equal to its maximum possible value) (see electronic supplementary material, figure S6 for a graphical explanation).

It has been noted by Sproat \[[@RSIF20160185C41]\] that a phonemic cline can arise from a serial founder effect either because small populations lose diversity or because large populations gain it. The former possibility corresponds to Atkinson\'s original proposal \[[@RSIF20160185C5],[@RSIF20160185C40]\]. The second one corresponds to this paper (and was suggested previously by Coupé *et al.* \[[@RSIF20160185C33]\]). It remains to be seen if numerical simulations based on the first proposal can also generate a cline similar to the observed one, and under which assumptions.

Note that our *phonemic* simulations are rather different from *genetic* simulations of a serial founder effect \[[@RSIF20160185C8],[@RSIF20160185C9]\]. We are dealing with phonemes and, for this reason, we have applied the phonemic accumulation rate estimated by Perreault & Mathew \[[@RSIF20160185C4]\]. This is not analogous to applying a mutation rate to genes, because in our case, a new phoneme is *added* in a given time interval. In contrast, in the genetic case, an allele is *replaced* by another one (e.g. by increasing or decreasing the number of repeats in one of 783 simulated microsatellite genes in each individual \[[@RSIF20160185C8],[@RSIF20160185C9]\]). Moreover, in our case, the addition of a phoneme applies to the language spoken by *all* individuals of a tribe, whereas in the genetic case, the mutation affects only *a single* newborn individual. Thus, the results from genetic simulations cannot be extrapolated to phonemic dynamics.

The above-described simulations could be generalized to real geographies in order to analyse the effects of landmasses (oceans, mountains, etc.) on the simulated cline (figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}), as well as on patterns of phonemic diversity within regions (e.g. for the Austronesian languages \[[@RSIF20160185C1]\]). They could also be extended to test different hypothetical dispersal scenarios (migration routes), as well as the geographical variability of founder effects and of phonemic accumulation rates.

It has been claimed by some researchers \[[@RSIF20160185C39],[@RSIF20160185C41]--[@RSIF20160185C44]\] that rates of phonemic change are so high that any founder-effect signal would quickly disappear after the out-of-Africa expansion. Their position is reasonable on the basis of specific examples showing that the number of phonemes can change quickly, e.g. from proto-Indo-European into the Indo-European languages \[[@RSIF20160185C43]\], from proto-Bantu into the Bantu languages \[[@RSIF20160185C41]\], or even from Latin into the Romance languages \[[@RSIF20160185C39]\]. However, we would like to point out that (i) the observed cline ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}) calls for an explanation; (ii) it refers to the average diversity at each distance from Africa (not to an exact relationship for all languages) and (iii) those authors \[[@RSIF20160185C39],[@RSIF20160185C41]--[@RSIF20160185C44]\] did not apparently perform any spatial simulation to support their view quantitatively. In our spatial simulations, we naturally find a phonemic diversity cline 70 kyr after the onset of the out-of-Africa expansion ([figure 3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}) similar to the observed one ([figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}), thus the founder-effect signal does not disappear quickly enough to become undetectable at present (provided that the accumulation rate is fast enough). But, our model is admittedly very simple (as necessary to understand the consequences of a serial founder effect). We do not include processes such as, e.g. the evolution from proto-Indo-European into the Indo-European languages. Is it possible to generalize our simulations to include such processes? How would the simulated phonemic cline (and thus the conclusions) change? Would this simply increase the scatter, i.e. the value of *r* in the captions to figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"} (thus becoming closer to that in [figure 1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"})? Or would the simulated cline disappear completely (leading to much higher values of *P* in the captions to figures [2](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}), as expected by some authors \[[@RSIF20160185C39],[@RSIF20160185C41]--[@RSIF20160185C44]\]? The results of such more complicated simulations could perhaps be compared also with statistical properties of the spatial distribution of languages and language families, as well as to additional properties of languages (e.g. grammar). These are interesting problems that deserve future work.

Further simulations will hopefully tackle many other interesting questions. We mention a few of them. Does a simulation out of Africa always yield a higher correlation coefficient and/or higher AIC/BIC support in Africa? (Such criteria have been applied by some authors \[[@RSIF20160185C3],[@RSIF20160185C5],[@RSIF20160185C42]\].) If it does, will realistic later population movements and/or language substitutions change this conclusion? How long does it take for the phonemic cline to disappear? How does this timescale compare with the corresponding one for the *genetic* worldwide cline \[[@RSIF20160185C8]\]? What other implications follow from the differences between linguistic and genetic evolution, in terms of the formation, shape and dynamics of their respective clines? Is the recently reported \[[@RSIF20160185C3]\] lack of correlation above 10 000 km necessarily inconsistent with a serial founder effect, as recently suggested \[[@RSIF20160185C45]\]? Can spatial numerical simulations be used to analyse the predictions of proposed alternative explanations of the phonemic cline \[[@RSIF20160185C40],[@RSIF20160185C43],[@RSIF20160185C44],[@RSIF20160185C46],[@RSIF20160185C47]\], compute the cline generated by each proposal, and compare that simulated cline with the observed one? (As done in this paper for a specific serial founder effect proposal.) Numerical simulations can obviously help to answer these (and many other) interesting questions. Clearly, this opens a wide field of spatial phonemic simulation that can be used to analyse and clarify the implications of the out-of-Africa dispersal (and subsequent processes) on patterns of phonemic diversity.

Before closing, we would like to stress the following point. It is true that qualitative features of different models can be understood intuitively. However, numerical simulations (such as those reported in this paper and its electronic supplementary material) are absolutely necessary to compare quantitatively the cline obtained from each model to the observed one (here we have performed such a comparison using the slope, intercept and values of *r* and *P* of linear fits, figures [1](#RSIF20160185F1){ref-type="fig"}[](#RSIF20160185F2){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#RSIF20160185F3){ref-type="fig"}). If a model yields a cline similar to the observed one, then quantitative comparisons yield a precise assessment of its validity. In our opinion, quantitative comparisons (of this or other kinds) are of utmost importance to assess the usefulness (or uselessness) of different models to explain the worldwide phonemic cline.
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